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Abstract— Cloud computing has been envisaged for the 

future generation for the IT industries. We can say that in the 

upcoming generation everything will be based on cloud 

computing. Users can store or access data and other services 

in cloud server but thereby it has some advantages as well as 

disadvantages. It stir up the client and raised an important 

issue in data storage security in cloud computing. Mainly in 

our topic we will focus on cloud data storage security which 

is an essential mien of quality of service that cloud 

computing has been given to their clients, not only that we 

will introduce some other mechanism such as its 

effectiveness and flexibility in data storage security and how 

it helps in future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a model that helps us to use it in a 

convenient way. At first it was a big problem in using the 

storage security in IT sectors but recently Cloud computing 

opens up the new era in IT sectors ,mainly in MNC’s and 

banks. In just a recent years, cloud computing has become a 

trend that affects everyone's daily lives.  

It was taken by industries and companies like 

Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Amazon, and Salesforce.com. 

As its cheap for the IT industries to use in their companies 

to secure data, this makes it possible for them to be in the 

market easier, since the cost of the infrastructure is greatly 

diminished so  new start-ups can also enter a market with 

new thoughts and technology. 

Now a days Cloud is on-demand network access 

where , there is a pool of configurable computing resources 

in a secured way such as networks, servers, storage, 

applications that can be rapidly used and released for clients 

with minimal management effort and also service provider’s 

interaction. 

A. Layers of Cloud Computing Model 

Mainly we can say, there are five layers in cloud computing 

model, and every level should have security implementation 

facility. 

1) Client Layer 

 The client layer consists of the computer hardware and the 

software is based on the applications of the cloud services 

and it is designed in such way that it provides application 

delivery to the multiple servers simultaneously. 

2) Application Layer 

The application layer delivers software as a service over the 

internet for ignoring the need to install and run the 

application on the user own computers and support for the 

people which will use the cloud for the network.  

3) Platform Layer 

The platform layer provides the common computing 

platform and the stack solution which we always referred as 

cloud infrastructure and it also maintains the cloud 

applications. This will helps to install the applications 

without any cost as well as complexity of the buying or 

managing the hardware and software layers. 

4) Infrastructure Layer 

The infrastructure layers delivers the platform in which 

virtualization shows only the desired features and hides the 

other ones using the environment in which servers, software 

as well as  network as the utility computing. 

5) Server Layer 

The server layers also consist of the computation hardware 

and software. 

B. Cloud provides three types of services that are as 

follows: 

1) Infrastructure as a Service - 

It is a form of cloud computing that provides virtualized 

computing resources as well as IaaS platforms offer highly 

scalable resources. 

2) Software as a Service 

It is a form of cloud computing where consumers are able to 

access software applications through the internet. As this 

type of application are done in “the cloud” and used in a 

wide range of tasks for individuals as well as within an 

organization. Best Examples are Google, Twitter, Facebook 

and Flickr 

3) Platform as a Service 

It is another form of cloud computing that provides a 

platform which allow the customers to develop, run and 

manage other applications without giving tensions to  users. 

As it does have a problem on maintaining the infrastructure 

and allow the developers to developed and launch apps very 

easily. Paas can be delivered in two different ways: 

 As a public cloud service 

 As a private service 

Not only IT industries but also normal clients can 

also use this technology. Some application of cloud 

computing in day to day life is: 

 storing the personal files in a cloud  

 maintaining data like chats and pictures using apps in 

the cloud and storing the data in cloud 

 Mobile phones and tablets like things run powerful 

apps via the cloud,  

 giving rise to new devices like tablets and rising new 

techniques. 

 IT departments trusting the cloud and spending billions 

of dollars on it to store its personal data. 

This specific term Cloud Computing specify that 

computation done through internet. With the help of cloud 

computing users can use and access database to retrieve its 

data from anywhere via internet. It doesn’t need 

maintenance or the client does not need any extra attraction 

for the cloud to use. Not only that as cloud is a dynamic and 

scalable so client need not to worry about it maintenance. 

Google apps is the best practical example of cloud 

computing, where any application as well as data can be 
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accessed using a browser. It also enables users to widen, 

organize and manage their applications on the cloud and 

maintains and manage itself. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Chapter1- System model & Adversary model 

Chapter2 - Ensuring cloud data storage 

Chapter3- security analysis and performance evaluation 

Chapter4- overcome the situation 

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ADVERSARY MODEL 

A. System Model 

In the system model, it basically represents network 

architecture. There are three network unit are as follows: 

1) User 

User, are most important entities that stored their data in the 

cloud and then depend upon cloud for data storage & 

retrieve. 

2) Cloud Server 

This mainly managed by cloud service provider(CSP) 

.mainly this is to provide data storage security and shows 

that it has significant storage space and addition resources 

and not only that , user interacts with the cloud servers 

through CSP to access or retrieve his data from storage area. 

3) Third Party Auditor 

TPA, is the one who is always trusted and expose risk of 

cloud storage security on behalf of cloud client upon 

request. 

B. Architecture 

In the cloud storage architecture, cloud makes it possible to 

access our information from anywhere in the world. There 

are four cloud storages are as follows: 

1) Public cloud storage 

In public cloud storage, it can access by user with help of an 

internet connection and can access to the cloud space. 

2) Private cloud storage 

In private cloud storage, it is well-known for a specific 

organizations and limits to access to the member of those 

organizations. 

3) Hybrid cloud storage 

In hybrid cloud storage, it is mainly known as a combination 

of the public as well as private cloud storage where it 

specifically means, where the critical cloud data located in 

private cloud while other data is stored and can accessed 

from public cloud. 

4) Mobile cloud storage:  

In mobile cloud storage, it stores the data separately in the 

cloud and can access it from anywhere at any time. 

C. Adversary Model 

this model have another work mainly it captures all kind of 

treats and this cloud data not come from the user side it 

comes from the cloud service provider. These following 

threats can come from the following attackers: 

1) Internal Attacks 

This may contain that, the cloud service provider (CSP) and 

that could contains internal threat, which means the cloud 

service provider is not trusted. 

2) External Attacks 

The attackers from outsiders which are away from the 

control of domain. These situations mainly occurred when 

some outsiders attacked and control the data security and 

then collision of data occurred. 

IV. ENSURING CLOUD DATA STORAGE 

A. Problems 

Data security is always been a part of quality of service, so 

there always be a new challenges. 

Data shared on cloud servers is not always 

completely secured from viruses and attacks. While popular 

cloud services like goggle docs are capable of virus 

scanning software but there is still the possibility of an 

internal and external attack affecting your system which 

further may leads to collision and leaking of data. 

The data stored in the cloud may be repeatedly 

updated by the users such as insertion, deletion, 

modification etc. To ensure storage correctness under 

dynamic webpage, we use distributed protocol. 

In cloud storage system, companies stores their 

data in the distantly located data server. Mostly correctness 

of the data is assured but though sometimes some 

unauthorized person may modify or delete the data which 

leads to server problems such as server failures. 

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Cloud computing consists of different platforms, application 

as well as it has different infrastructure segments. Each 

segment performs different types of operations and it offers 

different products for business purpose and individuals 

around the world. So, users are facing many security issues 

for cloud computing as it include many technologies such as 

operating systems, virtualization, networks, databases, 

transaction management, concurrency control and memory 

management, so data are no secured.  

There are many security concerned:  

 Security, Privacy, Data Transmission, Data Integrity, 

Data Collision, Location, Availability, Segregation, 

Virtual Machine Security, Network Security. 

VI. OVERCOME THE SITUATION 

To overcome this situation we need to research more in this 

area and for that we have to come across many research 

challenges in cloud computing.  

As cloud computing gives us platforms to store and 

access data some of the challenging research issues in cloud 

computing are given below are: 

1) Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) 

2) Cloud Data Management & Security 

3) Data Encryption 

4) Migration of virtual Machines 

5) Server Consolidation 

6) Reliability & Availability of Service 

7) Interoperability 

8) Access Controls 

9) Energy Management 

10) Common Cloud Standards 

11) Platform Management 
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Cloud computing can be seen with new techniques 

which is set to transform and change the way we use the 

Internet, and how  should we cautious about it. There are 

many new technologies merging at a rapid and increasing 

rate, each with technological advancements and always have 

the potential of making human’s lives much more  easier. on 

the other hand, one must be very careful to understand the 

security risks, issues and challenges posed in using these 

technologies. Cloud computing technology is still in 

processing and at a very early stage, and this research effort 

will provide a better understanding and designing of cloud 

computing, and create a new way for further research in this 

area. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this research paper, we examine the problem of data 

security problem stored in the cloud data storage, which is 

mostly stored in storage system. We rely on erasure-

correcting code in the file. In this paper we have come 

across many problems related to Cloud Computing, and it 

affect our next generation architecture of IT sectors. The 

way cloud has been dominates the IT market, and the 

different challenges user faced with its upcoming 

challenges. 

Here we describe about different models in cloud 

computing its effectiveness and the various thing that will 

affect the user in synchronizing the data from the cloud 

server. 
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